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In not 10 splendid isolation: The imagination of the

founding fathers of the Australian constitution was blunted by their

fascination with the cO:1stitution of the United States of America.

Yet they resisted the idea to incorporate in their handiwork a
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92); to a right to freedom of and from religion

and to non-discrimination among residents of the several

It is only now that the
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ation would be privatised; but also protecting the Australian
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Safe in our Antipodean
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with these world-wide developments.

remoteness, and enjoying huge self-satisfaction with our first

century of Federal constitutionalism, we may consider the world-wide

movements towards the statement, protection and enforcement of basic

human rights irrelevant to our concerns. Doubtless many lawyers, and

not a few judges, take that attitude. However, for those with an eye

on the long hauL, it will seem unlikely that Australia can hold out

forever against developments which basically stem from the nature of

the new world order, the opening provisions of the United Nations

Charter and the position of the individual and the group in the

world. 2 For such people, such isolation will appear thoroughly

undesirable. What then is to be done?

No Bill of Right,; DO Treaty: In my professional career,

I have seen a change in global jurisprudence and the beginnings of

its impact on the laws of Australia. In a very small way, I have

participated in the change and continue to do so.

stand outside the mainstream of human rights jurisprudence which has

been going on in the rest of the world since the end of the Second

world war. That jurisprudence has developed around a Bills of

Rights, typically annexed to the post-colonial constitutions of the

manY nations which have come to independence since 1945. It has also

been developed in the international and regional courts and the

COI1I1lissions which have been set up by the United Nations organisation

and by other multi-national agencies. Not only does Australia have

no Bill of Rights of its own. There is no regional convention

to stimulate local law into conformity with international thinking on

fundamental human rights and freedoms.

It is possible, of course, that we do not need any association

courts .for those who allege a breach.

The fact remains ~at Australia is one of the few countries to
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stimuli to the concretisation of international 

standards available in other countries are missing from 

domestic law. There is no regional charter of human 

the European Convention on Human Rights, the 

Convention on Human Rights or the African Charter on 

Peoples' Rights. Accordingly, there is no regional court 

external to Australia by which, under a treaty or 

our jurisprudence may be obliged, under court order, to 

to basic minimum standards of human rights. 

of the most interesting developments for a common law 

to observe at this time is the way in which law in the United 

(from which so much of Australian law is derived) is now 

and altered following complaints which lead to the 

of that law against regional and international 

In ilrportant respects; English law has been found to fall 
I 

acceptable minimum standards in matters such as freedom of 

prisoners rights; discrimination against homosexuals 

now talk in some quarters about a regional human 

for Asia and the Pacific and a court to go with 

with which changes occur in international affairs 

it impossible to deny absolutely the possibility of such 

in Australia's region. But the chances appear thin, 

because of the many abuses of human rights by the 

of newly independent countries in the Asia/Pacific region 

have to agree. At least in the North Asia, it is also 

that Confucian attitudes inCUlcate in those communities 

"favouring the community over the individual; duties over 

and the rule of men of virtue over the just rule of 
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Nor have we in Australia had the stilnulus of a national bill of

rights, to provide the vehicle for the ilnportation of the developing

jurisprudence of human rights emerging from international agencies:

most especially the European Court of Human Rights and the United

Nations Human Rights Committee. In 1989 Chief Justice Mason pointed

out that Australia and New Zealand were virtually alone in standing

outside the movement to provide for constitutional guarantees of

human rights. s Since that time, the New Zealand Parliament has

enacted the Bill of Rights Act 1990 (NZ). The courts of New

Zealand are now busily engaged in applying that ilnportant charter.

Although not constitutionally entrenched, its ilnpact, already, is

significant. 6 Victoria has followed the New Zealand approach.

Queensland is now considering whether it should do so.

In Hong Kong, on the eve of an otherwise deplorable

capitulation and withdrawal of the British Crown without adequate

measures for the protection of the fundamental right of

self-determination and self-government,7 the departing colonial

rulers have provided a Bill of Rights which effectively

introduces into the domestic law of the colony key provisions of the

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).

Notably excluded are those provisions which relate to

self-determination and self-government. 8 But most of the basic

rights in the ICCPR have now been made part of the law of Hong Kong.

So here we are in Australia, a sleeping continent. Always the

remote south land. The victim of the tyranny of intellectual

distance. Doing it, as usual, our own way. But not quite. For, in

legal terms, our own way is all too often liVing in the past. We

COntinue to apply concepts of law developed in England earlier in the

century and before, at times when our international position was

quite different from what it is now and before the impact of the
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internationalisation of human rights which

r~~ined momentum after the lesson of Hiroshima began to sink in.

There are, of course, notable exceptions to this somewhat bleak

,••..__ _ I refer to the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth)

"'pich implemented, in Australia, the International Convention on

1] Forms of Racial Discrimination. I refer also to the Human

i~hts and Equal Opportunity Commission Act 1986 (Cth). That Act

~placed the Human Rights commission earlier established under the

Act 1981 (Cth). It established a new

,mmi•• ion with wider power.. The•• includ. the promotion of an

lerstanding and acceptance and public discussion of human rights in

~tralia and the scrutiny of Australian laws to ascertain whether

ere are inconsistencies with various specified international

of human rights including those set out in the five

Also relevant now is the Sex Discrimination Act

,:h) and the Affirmative Action (Equal Employment Opportunity for

Act 19S6 (Cth) designed to give effect to the Convention

Elimination of All Forms of ,Discrimination Against Women.

~ere are also important State laws and institutions relevant to the

p\~tection of basic rights and more are under contemplation.

Sut what we still lack in Australia are general normative rules
ir
') Which our lawyers can appeal in the courts and use in their daily

Our courts have rejected the notion that there are rights

run so deep that even Parliament cannot override them. 10

Th. notion has no legitimacy in our

It elevates the judges, by their own say-so and

authority of a constitutional or other law, to a

to their functions which they should not assert without

~~cer authority deriving (ultimately) from the people. ll The

attempt, at referendum, to secure the passage into the
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Australian constitution of human rights provisions did not even come

close to the majorities required by s 128 of that Constitution. The

Bicentenary referendum in 1988 could muster only 30.4% of the

population to support the proposal to extend the right of trial by

jury; to extend protection for freedom of religion and to ensure

fair terms for persons whose property was acquired by any

government. In not a single jurisdiction of the nation was a

majority secured. The result bore out, once again, Professor Sawer I 8

striking comment that, constitutionally speaking, Australia is a

frozen continent.

It may be said that the Government's strategy and support for

the 1988 referendum was wholly inadequate. The ground for bipartisan

support was not properly laid. The campaign Was muted and

unimaginative. There are still some who call for persistence with

the path of formal constitutional reform. But the record is somewhat

sobering. Too much store should not, in my view, be placed upon

transient favourable opinion polls, short of the one that ultimately

matters and which is usually in the negative.

On the grand scale, therefore, we appear to have reached

something of a blockage in giving effect, in Australian law, to

emerging international minimum standards in human rights. Of course

it is possible that all problems will SUddenly fall away. Perhaps by

the century of federation in less than a decade, our people will

radically reform the Australian constitution, abolish the

Commonwealth, establish an Australian republic, abolish the States,

enlarge the powers of local government, entrench a treaty of

reconciliation with the Aboriginal people and set in place a modern

charter of rights, justiciable in the coUrts. Perhaps the States, if

they survive, will themselves gradually introduce their own Bills

Of Rights just as Victoria has done and Queensland is now
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~ut suggested non-compliance of Australian laws and practises with

acceptance of the authority of international agencies established by

.uch treaties to investigate complaints by individual Australians

If this is theAttaining aPr. Modest objectivel:

There is now a new development which every lawyer - and every

ckizen too - must notice. I refer to the accession of Australia in

September 1991, to the First Optional Protocol to the ICCPR. It

is this accession which will permit the United Nations Human Rights

Conunittee to receive, and deliver non-binding (but highly

authoritative) opinions on, individual complaints which allege

viOlation of rights recognised under the Covenant where domestic

.uch treaties.- More jurisdiction to the Human Rights and Equal

Opportunity commission under such treaties to investigate and

identify local disharmonies with international law and to educate

lawyers and other citizens in this country. Obviously, these are

desirable developments. Whether they go far enough is the question.

considering. Anything is possible. Whether all, or any, of these

cievelo?!",nts would be desirable may be debated. I suspect that mest

of our fellow citizens in Australia - and the politicians they

elect - would not wish to absorb too many radical changes too

quicJ<1y. Learned commentators may despair of this indelible

~nservatism of the Australian people. But Australians look about

their country and compare it with other countries and prefer at least

tn. broad features of what they presently see.

conclusion which is reached, the way ahead for the application in

Australia of emerging international human rights standards appears

not to involve home grown Bills of rights, still less a radical

constitutional charter included in the Australian constitution. It

-~y, instead, involve a more subtle and piecemeal approach. More of

the same. More international treaties ratified. More willing
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remedies have been exhausted and where no effective domestic remedy

is available. The path to this important step was a long and

tortuous one. Successive federal Ministers pursued their (ultimately

fruitless) attempts to persuade all members of the Standing Committee

of Attorneys General to.agree to the step. Ultimately, only New

South Wales and the Northern Territory held out. The Federal

Government, as the international- representative of Australia, went

ahead and ratified anyway. Once that step was taken, it will be

difficult to reverse. The full measure of its impact on Australian

domestic law remains to be seen.

I wish to examine the way in which Australia's domestic law

may be stimulated, and where necessary changed, not by use of a

Bill of rights (constitutional or otherwise) but by reference to

the developing standards of human rights, formulated in international

agencies. This is an issue that has been generally neglected by

Australian lawyers and citizens. Yet it is, I suggest, an important

feature of the future of the law in our country and the observance of

basic rights. It concerns the rOle of the jUdiciary (and hence of

lawyers generally) - even without a formal Bill of Rights,

federal or state, in interpreting ambiguous legislation or filling

gaps in the common law by reference to international human rights

principles.

DOMESTIC APPLICATION or HUMAN RIGHTS NORMS BI JUDGES

The BangalQre Principles: During the past four years I

have participated in a further series Qf meetings organised by the

Commonwealth Secretariat concerned with the Domestic ApplicatiQn Qf

International Human Rights Norms.

The first meeting was held in Bangalore, India in February

1988. It was convened by the former Chief Justice of India, P N

Bhagwati. At that meeting were formulated the Bangalore
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international law.

Judges of the common law have choices. Their task is not

mechanical. To exercise their choices I they must have points of

,
"

HumanonDeclarationHarare

At the end of that meeting, the

the

Choices should not depend upon the

injoined

It contained the reminder that:

-Fine statements in domestic laws or international and
regional instruments sre not enough. Rather it is
essential to develop a culture of respect for
internationally stated human rights norms which sees
these norms applied in the domestic laws of all nations
and given full effect. They must not be seen as alien to
domestic law in national courts."

reference or criteria.

in Zimbabwe in April 1989.

" 12pr!.nClp.es •.

The thesis of the Bangalore Principles is not that

The third meeting in the series was held in Banjul, The Gambia
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international legal norms on human rights are incorporated, as such,

as part of domestic law. Still less is it that domestic judges are

. entitled to override clear ,domestic law by reliance upon, such

international norms. But it is that judges should not ignore such

appropriate occasions present (as in the construction of an ambiguous

statute or the declaration and extension of the Common law) they

. should ensure, so far as possible, that their statement of the local

law conforms to the basic principles of human rights collected in

idiosyncratic whim of a particular jUdge. Where relevant they should
;

I be made, by reference, amongst other things, to fundamental

principles of international human rights.

The second colloquium on the Bangalore Principles was held

I ~rtant rules, living in a blinkered comfortable world of judicial

I provincialism and jurisdietionalism. Instead, they should become

familiar with the international norms on human rights. When

participants

!>Rights .13

" 12 '. pri.nclp.es. 
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domestic law in national courts." 

The third meeting in the series was held in Banjul, The Gambia 
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The use of international human rightThe controyersy:

force and have come to express international customary law.

Some Australian judges have taken the view that such statements

:ernational principle are completely irrelevant to Australian

They are mere exhortations or rallyin~ cries. They are not

". . . well established principles of jUdicial
interpretation. Where the common law is developing I or
where a constitutional or statutory provision leaves
scope for judicial interpretation, the courts
traditionally have had regard to international human
rights norms, as aids to interpretation and widely
accepted sources of moral standards• ••• Obviously the
judiciary cannot make an illegitimate intrusion into
purely legislative or executive functions; but the use
of international human rights norms as an aid to
construction and as a source of accepted moral standards
involves no such intrusion."

A fifth meeting in the series has now been summoned to take place in.

~ford, England in September 1992 upon the initiative of the Lord

~h.ncellor, Lord Mackay of Clashfern.

controversial. What is not in contest is that such norms, unless

l~wfully incorporated into domestic law, are not,by our legal

theory, part of Australian law as ,such .l6'The supporters of the

Bangalore Principles have never asserted to the contrary. But it
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legal norms to which any regard whatsoever should be paid in

expounding or developing the law of Australia. Various

justifications are given to support this stance. They include the

potential tension between the Executive Government (which ratifies

treaties) and the legislature (which gives effect in domestic law to

their provisions). Also relevant is the Federal nature of

Australia's polity and the limited extent to which that basic feature

of the Australian constitution may be undermined by the mere

ratification of an international convention on human rights: still

less where the rights in question have not been enacted as part of

domestic law by a valid Federal statute and least of all where, for

the default of federal law, no valid State law operates.

These controversies in Australia reflect similar judicial and

scholarly debates in other major common law jurisdictions, such as

the United States and England. In the United States, by conventional

theory, treaties are self-executing. They create rights and

liabilities without the need, for legislation by Congress. 17

,However, a subsidiary question has lately arisen in that country as

to whether, for the construction of the United States constitution,

it is appropriate and permissible to have regard to the views of the

international community upon the meaning and purpose of words which

appear both in that constitution and in international instruments of

human rights. Specifically, the question has arisen as to whether

the phrase "cruel and unusual punishment" in Amendment VIII to the

United States Constitution imports to the jurisprudence of that

country the learning which had developed around the same provision in

international instruments and in other common law countries. In

Thompson v Oklahoma 18 Stevens J endorsed the opinion

(supported by Blackmun, Brennan, Marshall and O'Connor JJ) that:
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We have previously recognised the relevance of the views
of the international community in determining whether a
punishment is cruel and unusual. "19

. scalia J (with whom Rehnquist CJ and White J concurred) dissented:

·We must never forget that it is the Constitution of the
united States of America that we are expounding ••. Where
there is not first a settled consensus among our own
people, the views of other nations, however enlightened
the justices of this court may think them to be, cannot
be imposed upon Americans through the
Constitution. "20

A year later in Stafford v Kentucky 21, with a change

in the composition of the Court, Scalia J's opinion prevailed. He

'was joined in it by Kennedy J and, on this occasion, O'Connor J.

According to commentators this decision has ·cast a dark shadow over

the internationalist dictum previously accepted by the United

States Supreme Court". Brennan J' s dissent in tlie later case, called

in aid the fact that the death penalty for juveniles was prohibited

:by the International Covenant on Ci vil and Political Rights, the

'-American Convention on Human Rights, the Geneva Convention

'Relative to Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War and by

,other resolutions of agencies of the international community. But

_<for the moment, Scalia J' S ·classical" or "statist" view has

prevailed in the United States. 22

The position now reached by the United States Supreme Court

.ccords entirely with the opinion of Professor Robert H Bork: 2J

"The major difficulty with international law is that it
converts what are essentially problems of international
morality, as defined by a particular political community,
into arguments about law that are largely drained of
morality. • .• A moment's reflection makes it clear
that, in the real world, arguments about the 'morality'
of the United States invasion of Granada could not [have
weight in international law}. In order to be
international, rules about the use of force between
nations must be acceptable to r/lgimes,that operate on
different - often contradictory - moral premises. The
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observed:

similar explanations for the resistance to the utilisation of

A commentator,

has been roundly criticised. 26

in Riley v Attorney General of Jamaica. 27

contrasting the clash of opinions of Lords Hailsharn, Diplock and

Bridge (on the one hand) and Scarman and Brightman (on the other)

..Since human lives depended on this spli t decision, B1.lU
is a deeply trOUbling authority. The head-on clash in
the Judicial Committee seems to have been as deeply
rooted as the spli t in the Law Lords over the ral e of the
press in the first Spycatcher deciSion. ~ will

In Britain, the conventional or statist view has long

rules th~mselves must not express a preference for
freedom over tyranny or [or elections over domestic
violence as the means of coming to power. This moral
equivalence is embodied in international charters. The
charters must be neutral and the easier neutral principle
is: No force. The fact that the principle will not be
observed by those who simply see international law as
another foreign policy instrument does not affect the
matter ••• International law thus serves, .both
internationally and domestically, as a basis for a
rhetoric of recrimination directed at the United
States .•24

human rights provisions,

international law have been ventured in other legal jurisdictions.

much delayed enforcement of capital sentences in Jamaica considered

Approaching such rights by the "austerity of tabulated legalism" has

produced sharp differences among the Law Lords themselves. Perhaps

the most acute case recently illustrating this comment concerns the

prevailed. By and large, courts in the United Kingdom have been

uncomfortable in the world of human rights enforcement. Indeed, the

record of the JUdicial Committee of the Privy Council, as the

ultimate appellate court for Commonwealth countries with entrenched

In Ireland, for example, it has been put down to cynicism about, and

hostility to, the laws of foreigners; confusion about the binding

force of international rules; and lack of information and training

of lawyers in the applicable international human rights law. 25

[ 
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different in Derbyshire County Council v Times Newspapers

surely have been reargued and reconsidered if the death
row challenges that are now accumulating in Jamaica are
to have a substantial chance of success in the
future ... 28

been a significant shift. In part, this is no doubt affected by~ a

Beries of decisions by which conclusions were reached in the European

court of Human Rights critical of the results accepted by the highest

But it was

In Regina v

resolution of
subordinate
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The question was whether a local government

In that case, no ambiguity could be found.

•.. , may be deployed for the purpose of the
an ambiguity in English primary or

_degis1ation. H30

Englisli courts as expounding the law of England.

Limited. 31

In fact, these cases were duly taken to the United Nations Human

Rights eorrinittee which acoepted them and has considered them in ways

nore attentive to develo!""'llts in international human rights law than

the privy Council majority evinced.

Nevertheless, in Britain's own courts there has more lately

Secretary of State for the Home Department; ex parte Brind &

Or529 a number of hints were given by the Law Lords that a

Convention to which the United Kingdom has subscribed (in this "a,e

the European Convention on Human Rights):

authority could sue for libel under the law of England. The English

Court of Appeal held that it could not. Relevant to the reasoning of

the jUdges was a consideration of United States authority. Also

relevant· were decisions in Commonwealth countries, including

AUBtralia,32 about the importance of the basic right in a

democratic society to criticise government action without

unreasonable legal inhibition. Perhaps most critical of all were the

Perceived requirements of the provisions of the European Convention
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not.

on Human Rights. It was held that these might be resorted to in

Still more

It might be said that the position

Many in the future will doubtless do so.

Australian low:

Before Australia adhered to the ICCPR and the Optional

ICCPR.

Since December 1991 there is now an avenue of redress open to

Australians when they contend that the application of Australian law

results in a breach of fundamental human rights standards. Having

exhausted domestic remedies, they may complain to the Human Rights

Committee established under the First Optional Protocol to the

that the position in Australia is distinguishable. But I think it is

order to help resolve Huncertainty or ambiguity in municip41

law".33 Butler-Sloss LJ stated the principle thus: 34

"Where the law is clear and unambiguous, either stated as
the conmon law or enacted by Parliament, recourse to {the
convention] is unnecessary and inappropriate. • .• Where
there is an ambiguity, or the law is otherwise unclear or
so far undeclared by an appellate court, the English
Court is not only entitled but, in my judgment, obliged
to consider the implications of {the Convention]."

belatedly therefore, I expect Australian law to come under the

discipline of international human rights jurisprudence. Just as the

English courts have had to consider the development of English law

conformably with European Convention law, I believe that our courts

will corne to the same conclusion in relation to the jurisprudence of

the Human Rights Committee and other bodies which consider language

analogous to that appearing in the ICCPR.

reached, somewhat belatedly, by the English courts is itself a

product of the United Kingdom's earlier adherence to the European

Convention on Human Rights. There being no exactly equivalent

regional Convention in Australia, to which litigants disaffected by

Australian court decisions can have access, it could be suggested
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~Cl4Ssical" or "statist" view which would bar even consideration of,

Generally the other jUdges of the Court have opted for a

different ApproAch. Sometimes, they have found more attrActive the

"I suggest there is a more indirect, but nevertheless
important, impact that must be taken into account •••
[Ilt is increasingly recognised that in appropriate cases

hissinceand

I embraced exactly the same

the stAtements of universal
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extrAcurially,Speaking

a litigAnt complained of Apparent biAS of a judgerights 3S .,

an Australian court to have regard to

rights contained in international law.

;retirement, sir RonAld Wilson (formerly A Justice of the High Court

~f AUstralia) hAs expressed the following views:

who had previously, AS A barrister, enjoyed a retainer from the

opponent36 ; A clAim to have a trial on criminal charges

without undue delAy3'; a claim of a deAf mute to have An

wterpreter present, trAnslating the proceedings of the court even

during legal argument3S; and the right of a litigant in person

to suffer no discriminAtion for the lack of a lawyer. 39 There

have been many other cases.

or reference to, international human rights law, even by way of

analogy. 40 On the other hand, more recently, there have been

'igns of a greater willingness of Australian jUdges to follow the

,course urged in the Bangalore Principles.

In the High Court of Australia, Deane J did so in J v
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an earlier adherence to the "classical" or statist" view. 44 In

Opportunity Commission Act and its schedules constituted:

Nicholson CJ (in a dissent, later upheld by the High Court) recanted

Heopinion.that

Then, in June 1992, in Habo,
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CJ revisedNicholson

The M/lbQ decision:

"... a specific recognition by the Parliament of the
existence of the human rights conferred by the various
instruments within Australia and, that it is strongly
arguable that they imply an application of the relevant
instruments in Australia."

international law may be of assistance notwithstanding
that it has not been incorporated into municipal law. In
cases involving stdtutory interpretation, where words to
be interpreted are ambiguous or lacking in completeness I

it will be right for the court to consider whether the
case is one where the search for legislative purpose will
be furthered by the assumption that Parliament would have
intended its enactment to have been interpreted
consistently with international law ...•42

In one case in the Court of Appeal, Samuels JA felt it relevant to

note that the ICCPR had now been annexed as Schedule 2 to the Human

Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission Act 1986 (Cth). 43 In

dealing with the right of a mute to an interpreter, Samuels JA

considered it useful to have regard to the standard, albeit
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Austratian law as part of the law of the emerging world community.

The passage in Justice Brennan' s judgment set out at the head of this

paper, was expressed with the concurrence of Chief Justice Mason and

. Justice McHugh. It points the way to the future development of the

Australian common law in harmony with the developing principles of

international law. It is a bold step forward. The mechanical

application of statist notions of law, developed by English and

Australian courts in utterly different international circumstances,

provides a very shaky foundation for the modern world in which

AUstralian law must operate. In that world, Australia must find its

part w In it, Australia' s laws are now accountable to an

international agency armed with a growing body of detailed

jurisprudence and supported by the power of international opinion.
,

Tne High Court of Australia has now shown a way by which the

resolution of daily problems in our courts may take into account the

growing world body of human rights jurisprudence. And they can do so

even without the enactment of a formal Bill of Rights, Federal or

State, entrenched or otherwise.

COHCLVSIONS; INCULCATIHG A CULTURE or IMIAlf RIGHTS

The recognition, expression and enforcement of human rights is

• crucial element of the new world order which has followed the

Second World War. In a small number of cases I international

statements of hwnan rights have been enacted as part of domestic

Australian law, federal or state. But generally it is not so. Nor

does Australia as a whole have a constitutional Bill of Rights to

" provide a ready means for importing the growing body of jurisprudence

on human rights, as most common law countries may now do. The

experiment by the States with their own Bills of rights is at an

early, experimental phase.

Nevertheless, there are two important new vehicles which should
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be kept in mind in considering what should be done to provide

practical protection of basic rights. 46 The first depends upon

the utilisation of the many international agencies with objectives

relevant, directly or indirectly, to the protection of human rights

in Australia. By reference to the work of the OECD, WHO the ILO and

the Human Rights Committee, I have myself been involved in the

indirect incorpcration of internationally accepted principles into

domestic law, including in Australia.

It is likely, given the global nature of many problems today,

their complexities born of technological change, the incapacity of

local laws adequately to deal with them and the need to avoid

inefficiencies of incompatible laws, that there will be many

instances of such legal developments in the future. They are not

coercive as is a binding treaty. However, their influence derives

from the high authority which is increasingly accorded to the opinion

and advice of international agencies, supervising the elaboration and

enforcement of human rights throughout the world.

The opportunities for most judges and lawyers to take part in

such contributions to domestic law-making are necessarily limited.

Much more promising, as a means of importing basic human rights

principles into Australian domestic law by the activities of local

judges and lawyers, is the acceptance of the simple idea contained in

the Bangalore Principles and reaffirmed since at meetings of

jUdges of Commonwealth countries in Harare, Banjul and Abuja.

Using principles of human rights., which have become part of

international law to fill the gaps of the common law and to aid the

interpretation of ambiguous legislation involves no heretical leap

into the unknown. At the least it is the inevitable consequence of

Submitting our legal system to the scrutiny of the agencies of the

international community I such as the Human Rights Conunittee
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established under the Optional Protocol to the ICCPR.

We can, of course, simply persist in our own views whilst the

united Nations Conunittee repeatedly tells us that our common law and

statutory interpretation has departed from international norms of

human rights jurisprudence. But it is much more likely - as Justice

Brennan acknowledged candidly in Hebo - that in Australia, as in

Britain, our courts will, over time, seek to harmonise Australian

common law with universal notions of fundamental human rights, as

expounded by distinguished regional courts and by agencies of the

united Nations. Any other approach involves persistence with notions

concerning the sources of law appropriate to the days of Empire, long

after the sun has set on the imperium and when Australia is seeking

to find its proper place as a good citizen of the world conununity.

It is akin to persisting with the horse and cart for travel in the

age of interplanetary flight, nuclear physics and the microchip.

Only lawyers could so unreluctantly be guilty of such blind folly.

Courts may, of course, adhere to their fancies and refuse to

have anything to do with international human rights law until it is

expressly incorporated into domestic law by valid local legislation 

federal or state. But I believe the time has come for the judges of

Australia, supported by a legal profession knOWledgeable about the

international jurisprudence of human rights, to utilise that

jurisprudence in helping to solve Australian legal problems. We

should do so for reasons of principle, accepted by judges of the

Commonwealth of Nations operating within the same intellectual

tradition. If we remain so blinkered that we still wait for the

leader·ship of the English courts, we can now take our green light

from Some of the speeches in the House of Lords in Brind and. from

the even stronger recent statement of the English Court of Appeal in

Derbyshire Council. If we were waiting for the green light from
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where appropriate, to urge its adoption to guide the development of

the law of Australia. We must all become more internationalist in

the High Court of Australia, I believe tha.t it was qiven in
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which call that jurisprudence to notice, where it is relevant. And

our outlook. This applies to us as citizens. But it also applies to

us as lawyers. The provincialism of lawyers generally, and of

Australian lawyers in particular, is profoundly discouraging. So we

must do better in the years ahead. The means of doing better are

available to us. They are comfortably orthodox and, by now, legally

sanctioned. Yet, in Australia, they still require a boldness of

spirit and a determination to escape the bog of prov.incial

jurisdictionalism. The lingering question is thus stated: Do

Australia's judges and lawyers have the imagination and foresight to

seize the opportunity which beckons them?

Mabo. Certainly, the· lights are changing.

Judges, distracted by their busy court lists are often

unfamiliar in this country with the great body of international human

rights jurisprudence. Many are even unaware of the provisions of the

principal instruments, including those to which Australia has

adhered. It must surely be the rOle of lawyers of the next decade to

lead, the Australian judiciary into the 21st century by submissions
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